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With the advancement of scientific collaboration in the 20th century, researchers started collaborating in many research areas.
Researchers and scientists no longer remain solitary individuals; instead, they collaborate to advance fundamental understandings
of research topics. Various bibliometric methods are used to quantify the scientific collaboration among researchers and scientific
communities. Among these different bibliometric methods, the co-authorship method is one of the most verifiable methods to
quantify or analyze scientific collaboration. In this research, the initial study has been conducted to analyze interdisciplinary
research (IDR) activities in the computer science domain. (e ACM has classified the computer science fields. We selected the
Journal of Universal Computer Science (J.UCS) for experimentation purposes. (e J.UCS is the first Journal of Computer Science
that addresses a complete ACM topic. Using J.UCS data, the co-authorship network of the researcher up to the 2nd level was
developed. (en the co-authorship network was analyzed to find interdisciplinary among scientific communities. Additionally,
the results are also visualized to comprehend the interdisciplinary among the ACM categories. A whole working web-based system
has been developed, and a forced directed graph technique has been implemented to understand IDR trends in ACM categories.
Finally, the IDR values between the categories are computed to quantify the collaboration trends among the ACM categories. It
was found that “Artificial Intelligence” and “Information Storage and Retrieval”, “Natural Language Processing and Information
Storage and Retrieval”, and “Human-Computer Interface” and “Database Applications” were found themost overlapping areas by
acquiring an IDR score of 0.879, 0.711, and 0.663, respectively.

1. Introduction

(e pattern of scientific collaboration has been increasing
since the end of the 20th century [1]. Scientists are working in
collaboration to address various problems, such as social,
political, economic, and technological issues. (e collabo-
ration among researchers builds up a communication net-
work where they share thoughts assets and convey new
learning [2]. (is scientific collaboration aids in the im-
provement of research findings and the expansion of re-
search quality and variety on a particular subject [3]. On the

other side, an interdisciplinary collaboration includes in-
corporating knowledge from multiple disciplines. Partici-
pants usually originate from diverse fields and collaborate on
knowledge gained from the corresponding domains to create
new knowledge. Different research support programs and
science policies are increasingly paying attention toward
interdisciplinary research collaboration [4].

(ere has been abundance of literature that addresses
interdisciplinary and associated concepts. Many researchers
believe interdisciplinary research positively affects infor-
mation creation and creativity [5, 6]. Interdisciplinary is now
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fueled by several funding instruments at the national [7],
international [8], and university levels.(ese projects seek to
enable independent researchers to collaborate to foster
interdisciplinarity. Interdisciplinary research (IDR) has
evolved into a wide range of brushes to demonstrate a wide
range of research strategies and practices [2]. Research
policies and support programs are increasingly focused on
IDR, claiming that more and more research initiatives are
interdisciplinary [9]. Borut et al. [10] have quantified
interdisciplinarity collaboration among the country’s re-
searchers. (ey have used the co-authorship of researchers
to quantify interdisciplinarity in research communities [10].
(e co-author network is their collaboration with other
researchers through their publications. Co-authors network
is already used in many applications such as conflict of
interest [11], knowledge diffusion [12], creating a social
network of the researcher [13], and finding experts [14].
Karlovcec et al. used a graph of project collaboration and co-
authorship to investigate interdisciplinarity in scientific
fields and their evolution [15]. One of the essential appli-
cations of co-author networks is collaborator finding. Hence,
a co-author network is an important measure used in many
applications, and it is easy to compute a co-author network.

In this research, we developed, built, and deployed a co-
authorship network-based solution to investigate the IDR
trend in the computer science field. We developed a system
to prepare and handle the J.UCS dataset, which contains
over 1200 research publications published by over 2500
authors in a range of ACM categories. To study the
expanding IDR patterns, we created 1st and 2nd level co-
authorship networks. (ese trials assisted us in answering
questions such as what are the most common categories of
1st-level co-authorship networks where IDR activities are
carried out on a regular basis, and what are the most
common categories of 2nd level co-authorship networks in
which IDR activities are regularly performed? (ese results
are discussed in detail in the Result section.

2. Related Work

Bibliometric techniques permit researchers to put together
their findings concerning collected bibliographic data
created by researchers working in the area and express their
findings through writing, citations, and collaboration.
When this information is compiled and examined, bits of
knowledge into the social networks, it is possible to advance
the ‘‘field’s structure and topical concerns.” Bibliometric
techniques including bibliographic coupling cocitation
analysis create underlying pictures of scientific fields using
bibliographic data from publication databases. (ey add
objectivity to the evaluation of scientific literature and can
be used to differentiate between implicit research networks.
For example, there are “invisible colleges” under the surface
that are not formally related but having same research
interests as each other. (ese organizations have similar
scientific priorities and keep in touch through seminars,
staff correspondence, and private summer schools. (e
“authors” judgments on the subject matter, methods, and
the importance of other “authors” work are reflected in the

images cited from the study fields, which have been added
over time [16].

(ese bibliographic methods have two main appli-
cations: results estimation and scientific visualization
[17]. Performance analysis aims to evaluate the effec-
tiveness of individual and organizational research and
publication efforts. On the other hand, scientific visual-
ization seeks to explain the nature and complexities of
scientific areas. If the researcher’s goal is to review a
particular line of study, this insight on structure and
growth may be helpful. (e Bibliography method adds
methodological rigor to the subjective assessment of the
literature. In the review paper, they can include proof of
logically derived categories.

We briefly describe the five most popular bibliographic
methods in the section below. Citation analysis and coci-
tation analysis are the first two approaches or processes that
use citation data to create measurements of effect and re-
lations. Co-authorship data are used to assess collaboration
in co-authorship research. On the other hand, the co-word
study looks for links between ideas and theories that appear
in document titles, keywords, or abstracts. Table 1 sum-
marizes bibliometric methods, along with their strengths
and weaknesses.

2.1. Bibliometric Methods

2.1.1. Citations. (e top N list of the most cited research,
author, or journal in the field of interest is typically pro-
vided by most bibliographic studies in citation analysis of
research fields. Citations are used to determine the degree
of impact. It is considered significant if an article is most
often cited. (e author references a paper relevant to his
work, so this suggestion is based on that assumption.
Citation review may provide information about the relative
importance of publications, but it cannot understand re-
searchers’ networks [18].

2.1.2. Cocitation. Another bibliometric method, cocitation,
measures how many papers are cited simultaneously in the
same article. (is indicator reflects the influence and impact
of thematic networks and authors. However, in the final
analysis, the methods of cocitation represent the responses
and reactions of the scientific community to the research
results. (e cocitation clusters provide a complementary
description of similar and related research topics and related
studies measured by citations. It may also be possible to map
and identify the researcher’s community within a specific
network. Such clusters also show how fields and subfields
evolve [3].

2.1.3. Coanalysis. Co-word is a content analysis technique
that builds relationships and makes the conceptual structure
of the domain by using words in documents. (e underlying
idea behind this method is that the frequent cooccurrence of
words in a document indicates a close relationship among
the concepts behind words.
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Other methods indirectly connect the documents
through coauthorships or citations, while in the case of co-
word analysis, it constructs similarity measures by using the
actual content of the papers. (e network of themes and
their relationships, which reflect the field’s conceptual space,
is the product of a co-word analysis. Co-word analysis may
apply to entire documents, abstracts, keywords, and paper
titles. However, the accuracy of the co-word analysis results
depends onmultiple aspects, such as the quality of keywords,
the complexity of the statistical methods used for analysis,
and the scope of the database used [3].

(ere are two possible reasons for the concern when
using just the keywords for a co-word analysis. (e first
explanation is that often the journal’s bibliographic data do
not contain keywords. (e second is that depending solely
on keywords undergoes an indexer effect.(e chart’s validity
depends on whether the indexer collects all the specific facets
of the text.(e alternative to this issue is to use entire texts or
abstracts, but this indicates noise in the data as algorithms
have difficulty separating the importance of terms in vast
corpora of text [18].

2.1.4. Bibliographic Coupling. Bibliographic coupling is ig-
nored, and the process is years older than cocitation [18].
Bibliographic coupling tests the compatibility between the
two texts by using mutual references. Furthermore, if bib-
liographies overlapped in the two papers, the greater their
relationship would be. Between the two articles, the number

of references remained static over time, as the number of
references stayed unchanged throughout the paper. How-
ever, cocitation-based affinity grows with citation trends.
When citation ways shift, bibliographical coupling works
well within a short timeframe [19]. (e distinction between
bibliographic coupling and cocitation is that a bibliographic
coupling relation is formed by the paper’s authors also in
focus. In contrast, a cocitation connection is established by
the scholar citing the works under consideration.

When two documents are heavily cocited, it suggests that
each paper is highly cited independently [20]. (is dem-
onstrates that documentation chosen based on cocitation
thresholds is more valuable from the researcher’s perspective
when quoting them. However, since bibliographic coupling
cannot be used in this manner, identifying essential docu-
ments within many documents is a difficult challenge when
doing bibliographic coupling. Otherwise, the bibliographic
coupling is beneficial for scientific mapping boundaries and
new areas lacking citation evidence or smaller subfields
where cocitation analysis cannot generate accurate relations
[21, 22]. In Figure 1, the distinction between bibliographic
coupling and cocitation analysis is visually depicted.

2.1.5. Co-Authorship. (e co-authorship measures scientific
interaction and relationships amongst networks, teams,
institutions, and countries. (e joint publication results
from a collaboration between organizations and represen-
tatives from different countries participating in a research

Table 1: Summary of bibliometric methods.

# Methods Description Units of
analysis Strengths Limitations

1 Citation
Citation rates evaluate the
impact of documents,
authors, or journals

Author
document
journal

Important work in the field can
quickly be found

Since newer articles have little time to
be referenced, citation count as a

metric of impact is weighted against
older publications

2 Cocitation

Connect journals,
documents, and authors,
based on joint presence in

the reference list

Author
document
journal

(e most widely used and
validated bibliometric tool for
linking authors, articles, and
journals is cocitation. It is

considered reliable. It filters the
most important works.

Since it is conducted on cited papers,
cocitation is not ideal for mapping
research fronts. Since citations take
time to accumulate, new publications
can only be linked by knowledge base
clusters. Since multiple citations are
needed to map an article, it is not
possible to map articles that are rarely

cited.

3 Co-word

It connects keywords if
they seem in a similar

title, abstract, or keyword
list

Word

It analyses documents based on
their content. Many other

methods, on the other hand,
depend on metadata.

It’s possible that the word will appear
in multiple contexts and take on

different meanings

4 Bibliographic-
coupling

Connects the journals,
documents, and authors
based on a number of
mutual references

Author
document
journal

.It does not need a citation to
accrue. It could be used for newer
publications that are not cited yet.

Can use only for a short timeframe
(for the interval of five years). (e
most critical works are not even
mentioned. Even it has trouble
determining whether or not the
mapped publications are relevant.

5 Co-author

When two or more
authors collaborate on a
document, it connects

both

Author
It produces the social structure of

fields and can provide an
indication of collaboration

Author name disambiguation issues
arise in the co-authorship network
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program. Such research establishes relationships between
teams (scientists, laboratories, institutes, and countries) to
produce a scientific article. Co-authorship can identify,
measure, and display the number of links established by
individual contributors. (us, co-authorship can be used to
indicate these relationships. Following this principle, you
can construct a matrix where each cell shows the number of
cosignatures between the author (or authors) displayed in
the rows and the author (or authors) indicated in the col-
umn. (is indicator can identify key research partners and
describe scientific networks descriptions [3]. Coauthorship
is a credible metaphor for scientific collaboration among the
various bibliometric methods discussed above. (e coau-
thorship network has many uses, and scholars have used it in
their research studies. Macro and micro features of massive
co-authorship networks using SNA techniques are investi-
gated in [23]. (e dynamics and evolution of co-authorship
networks were studied in [4], which followed up on
“Newman’s 2001 work.” Since then, co-authorship networks
have been widely researched in various ways in both the
natural and social sciences [24].

Taskn et al. [25] analyzed co-authored astrobiology
papers and also analyzed journal references. By studying
topological configurations of co-authorship networks,
Pavlov et al. [14] discovered essential functional knowledge
characteristics of the characteristics of scientific collabora-
tion. A systematic model of cumulative benefit in terms of
preferential attachment as the guiding force of co-author-
ship was investigated by Barabasi and Albert [26]. (ey
noticed a common property across several large networks:
the scale-free power-law distribution is followed by the node
degrees of each network. (e effects of scale-free distribu-
tions have been extensively used to explain scientific co-
authorship networks.

Morel et al. [27] used a graph of project collaboration
and coauthorship to investigate interdisciplinary scientific
fields and their evolution. Porter [28] stared into the impact
of collaborative research in the academic finance literature
and discovered that it could result in high-impact articles
even though it was found that interdisciplinary collabora-
tions have a higher potential for fostering research out-
comes. When two authors collaborate on a study, this is
known as co-authorship. It is one of the most visible and
well-documented forms of scientific collaboration. By

analyzing co-authorship networks using bibliometric
methods, almost every aspect of scientific collaboration
networks can be reliably tracked. (ese networks of col-
laborations (co-authorship) reveal research teams, as well as
factors that influence the impact or output of collaborations.
According to our research requirements, we have found co-
authorship network methodology to be the best and most
reliable method to implement in our research methodology.

Co-authorship is among the most effective methods of
scientific collaboration among the various bibliographic
methods mentioned above. (e co-author has many ap-
plications, and many researchers have used them in their
research studies. Porter et al. [28] investigated large co-
author networks’ macro and micro characteristics using
SNA methods. Co-author networks have since been ex-
tensively studied in various ways in both the natural and
social sciences. Taskn et al. [29] reviewed journal references
and co-authored publications in the field of astrobiology. By
studying the topological configurations of the coauthor
network, Huang et al. [30] discovered essential practical
knowledge features of the research collaboration method. In
co-authorship, Abramo et al. [31] established small-world
systems. (e accepted model of cumulative benefits in terms
of preferential attachment as a guiding force for co-au-
thorship was studied by Hennemann et al. [24]. (ey dis-
covered a common property of large networks and each
node degree followed a scalable power less distribution.
Scientific co-author networks have been analyzed thor-
oughly using the results of scale-less distributions. Qin et al.
[32] investigated interdisciplinary research fields and their
growth using the project partnership and co-authorship
graph. Figg et al. [33] studied the effects of collaborative
research in academic finance and discovered that collabo-
ration results in high-impact articles.

On the other hand, interdisciplinary collaboration has
been shown to have the ability to increase research out-
comes. According to the study, when two authors work on
research, they are known as co-authors, having the most
concrete and well-documented form of research coopera-
tion. By analyzing co-“authors” networks using bibliometric
techniques, almost any component of scientific
collaboration networks can be accurately examined. (ese
collaboration networks (co-authorship) show the impact of
co-authorship, research teams, and collaboration output.

Citing documents (research front)

Cited documents (knowledge base)

a ab

A
A B

bibliographic-coupling

co-citation

Figure 1: Bibliographic coupling and co-citation analysis.
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According to our research requirements, we have concluded
that the co-authorship network methodology is the best
suited and most reliable method for implementing our re-
search methodology. A co-authorship network could have
various levels, as explained in the previous chapter. In our
research, we have used a co-authorship network up to the
second level described in the next section.

2.2. Levels of Co-Authorship Network. Co-authorship is
viewed as a valid indicator for scientific collaboration in
research publications. Since the 1960s, using co-authorship
to assess research collaboration has been a hot topic. Re-
search collaboration may accumulate numerous assistances
for researchers to give scientific credibility from bringing
different talents together [8]. One of the most concrete and
well-known methods of scientific collaboration is co-au-
thorship. Almost any component of research collaboration
networks can be accurately traced by studying co-authorship
networks. Co-authorship is a form of collaboration where
two or more authors publish a paper, and these authors are
connected to form a co-authorship network [9].

(ousands of authors can be linked together in co-au-
thorship networks, with the best example being the “Paul
Erdos” network, which has over 500 co-authors. An author
who has published with Erdos has an Erdos number of 1.
(ose who have published with Erdos as a co-author have an
Erdos number of 2, and so on in the “Paul Erdos” network
[19]. However, this reveals that in a co-authorship network,
there are many levels of co-authors.

2.2.1. First Level Co-Author. As previously mentioned, there
are various levels of co-authors in a co-authorship network.
Consider the following scenario: author X has co-authored a
research paper with another author, Y, and Y is the first level
co-author of X. (e concept of a first-level co-author is
clearly explained in Figure 2.

2.2.2. Second Level Co-Author. In the second level co-au-
thor, we can consider a scenario in which author X has
published a research paper with another author Y. As
explained above, author Y is at the 1st-level. However, if
author Y has published a research paper with another au-
thor, Z, then author Z will be the 2nd level co-author of X.
Figure 3 clarifies the current second-level co-author
scenario.

Due to the advantages and availability of bibliometric
data, co-authorship measures interdisciplinary, as co-au-
thorship is commonly used as a metaphor for collaboration
in science.

3. Proposed Methodology

(e suggested approach is discussed in this section. Figure 4
illustrates the architecture of the current methodology. It
consists of several steps, such as dataset selection of research
articles, extraction of research publications, and formation
of co-authorship networks that will be analyzed to quantify
interdisciplinary scientific communities. However, the sec-
tion is divided into subsections in detail for further
clarification.

3.1. ACM Classification. (e Association for Computing
Machinery (ACM) is the world’s largest computing society,
putting together experts, scholars, and educators to ex-
change expertise, promote debate, and solve the field’s
challenges. ACM has over 100,000 participants all over the
world. ACM provides opportunities for career development
and professional networking to support the professional
growth of its members. (e ACM classification scheme is
polyhierarchical, containing the list of topics available from
topic A to topic M. (e topics from A to K are ACM’s
classification and its subclassification, while other two topics
were added to reveal the growth of the computer science
discipline. (e complete list of topics is given in Table 2.

Author ‘‘X’’ Author ‘‘Y’’

Figure 2: (e link of an author X with 1st-level co-author Y.

Author ‘‘X’’ Author ‘‘Y’’ Author ‘‘Z’’

Figure 3: (e link of an author X with 2nd level co-author Z.
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3.2. Comprehensive Dataset Selection. (e dataset collection
criteria for our proposed approach are as follows: (1) we
required a large enough dataset to complete our research.
(e chosen dataset should cover a broad range of topics; (2)
the second primary criterion for our dataset was that it
should enable us to access the metadata of numerous au-
thors’ research articles and information about the authors’
publication records and co-authors’ information.We choose
the dataset from the (J.UCS) journal of Universal Computer
Science to satisfy these criteria. J.UCS is the first Journal of
Computer Science that addresses various topics, where
authors from different backgrounds and domains publish
their research.

So, the J.UCS dataset will help us comprehensively ex-
plore our proposed research.(e dataset of J.UCS is denoted
at the top of Figure 4.

3.3. Extraction of Metadata. Metadata of research papers is
another source that the researchers use. Metadata is defined
as data about the data. In the research articles context, the
metadata could be the author, keywords, paper title, and
ACM topics (if any). We believe that metadata could be
divided into two categories: the traditional metadata, in-
cluding the data about research articles. (e second type of
metadata is acquired from bookmarking and social tagging.
(e user could annotate the data using online services like
CiteULike, which contains research articles, references, and
bookmarks.

Metadata techniques have some limitations because they
are usually dataset-dependent and cannot be generalized; for
example, metadata of one type in a dataset may not exist in
another dataset. Generally, the title of a paper, author, and
publication information are available in each dataset. But,
sometimes, this information is too little to compute the
relatedness between the research articles. Occasionally, the
free availability of metadata is not possible. In this type of
situation, the metadata is automatically extracted.

Our database contains various tables, like papers and
categories shown in Figure 5. Each paper in the relationship
can have more than one category; therefore, we have added a
third relation called “papers categories” as a join table. (ese
tables contain metadata about papers, authors, categories,
and subcategories. Our first step consists of extracting the
metadata of papers, authors, categories, and subcategories
using a crawler. (e crawler, developed in PHP, crawls the
pages of JUCS through a service. It looks for a specified
structure of the content of the web page, containing the
paper metadata and pdf contents. We directly store the
media contents to their relevant tables in the database,
whereas the pdf files are further converted to XML as it is
nearly impossible to read the sections of a pdf document,
explained in the next section.

3.3.1. Extraction of Authors. (e author information was
extracted from XML formats of the paper containing the
author’s name and first- and second-level author’s

Title Authors Abstract Keywords

Co-Authorship Network

B

B

BF

F

F

D

D

DH

H

H

E

E

EC

C
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A

A

A

G

G

G

1st Level Co-Authorship

2nd Level Co-Authorship

In
te

rd
isc

ip
lin
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y 
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rm

ul
aCo-Author Network

Computation

JUCS
Internet

Publication
Extraction

Researchers

Research Publication Data

Figure 4: Publication information aggregation framework.

Table 2: (irteen Categories following ACM classification (https://www.jucs.org/jucs_info/acm_categories).

Topic A-General Literature Topic H-Information System
Topic B-hardware Topic I-computing methodology
Topic C-computer system organization Topic J-computer applications
Topic D-software Topic K-computer milieux
Topic E-data theory Topic L-science and technology of learning
Topic F-theory of computation Topic M-knowledge management
Topic G-mathematics of computer

6 Complexity
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information. We have converted the pdf format of papers to
XML because it is nearly impossible to extract the author’s
information from pdf files. A separate author’s table has
been formed in our database. (e table contains the author’s
id, author’s name, and his co-author’s information.

3.3.2. Extraction of Papers. (e information regarding pa-
pers has been extracted from XML files and stored in or-
ganized form in a separate table.(e paper table contains the
paper’s id, title, keyword, and the abstract. Paper infor-
mation is also metadata that must be extracted as part of the
researcher’s publication record. Figure 6 has highlighted the
papers table containing the papers’ information.

3.3.3. Extraction of Papers Categories. (e metadata in our
database also contain the categorized information. (irteen
categories have 420 subcategories in the database following
the ACM classification scheme. We created a category table
that includes information about the list of categories in our
database. We also created a paper-category table that in-
dicates the specific category of paper in which the article
resides. (e category information of a paper is extracted
from the paper-categories table. How our database has
metadata containing the complete information of papers,
authors, articles, and categories is summarized. (is

metadata helps us in building co-authorship networks of
different categories.

3.4. Building Co-Authorship Network. (e co-authorship
network explains how authors have been associated with
each other from various fields of research based on their
published articles.(e network is considered one of themost
credible and concrete methods for describing the author’s
collaborations [8]. A co-authorship network can extract any
research component by studying the links among various
network nodes [9]. (e Paul Erdos network is one of the
examples, with over 500 co-author nodes in the network
[19]. (e network shows all the authors who have worked
directly or indirectly with the Hungarian mathematician
Paul Erdos, who wrote many research articles in mathe-
matics. (e network is based on Erdos number, which
describes the collaboration with Paul Erdos. If an author has
published an article with Erdos as a co-author, the assigned
Erdos number is 1. Authors who have an association with
the co-authors of Erdos are assigned Erdos number 2, and so
on. (e authors with more publications with the same Erdos
number are given preference while fetching the n number of
collaborations. (is illustrates that in a co-authorship net-
work, there are several levels of co-authors. As explained in
the literature review section, we have constructed a co-au-
thorship network up to the 2nd level.

Papers

PK ID

Title

Keywords

Paper_Categories

PK,FK1 PaperID

PK,FK2 CategoryId

Categories

PK ID

Description

FirstLevel

SecondLevel

ThirdLevel

Names

Figure 5: Pictorial presentation of a list of three tables.
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Figure 6: A screencast of force-directed graph.
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3.5. System Development. System development was our
main focus for the completion of our methodology and for
achieving our research goal. We had to construct co-au-
thorship networks of authors belonging to different cate-
gories and then analyze the interdisciplinary nature of each
category with other categories. To accomplish our goal, we
have used the tool Visual studio 2019. Visual studio is an
open-source IDE used to develop web apps, mobile apps,
and computer programs.We used the ASP.net language, and
the framework used in development wasMVC.We have also
created a database, and the formation of the database is done
using MySQL.

Using the J.UCS dataset, we have constructed co-au-
thorship networks of researchers belonging to any category up
to the 2nd level. Two categories are considered to be connected
by an edge if the researcher of one category has co-authored at
least one paper with another researcher of any other category.
However, the co-authorship networks amongst different
categories are set to form scientific communities.

In our database, thirteen different categories have a total
of 421 subcategories. (ese categories follow the ACM
classification. Each researcher registered in a database has
assigned a number from 1 to n, where n is equal to 421, the
last category of our dataset.

(e number assigned to any researcher indicates the
category to which an author belongs. Some of the top
categories are general literature, hardware, computer system
organization, software, data theory, (eory of Computation,
information system, computing methodology, computer
applications, computer milieux, Science and Technology of
Learning, and knowledge management.

To measure the interdisciplinary of each community C
formed among a group of categories, we use the ACM
classification scheme described above. (e n-component
vector IC has been allocated, with each component reflecting
the fraction of researchers in one of the “n” categories. (1)
defines the interdisciplinary amongst different categories in
scientific communities:

IRC(C) � β

���������

1 − 
n

i�1
Xi

2




. (1)

Here, the ith component of IC is MXiN 2̂ and β� [1− (1/
n)]− 0.5, which is the normalization constant that ensures
that 0≤ IDR(C)≤ 1. Rendering to equation (1) the IDR(C)�

0 if MXiN̂ 2�1 for any n components (in this case, all the other
components are 0). If the value of n is equal to 7, the MXiN 2̂ is
1/7, then the interdisciplinary IDR(C) is 1.

Researchers belonging to various groups are illustrated
in different colors in Figure 7. (ere are seven categories,
represented by Xi, where I� 1, 2, 3, . . ., and 7. Each category
is represented by different color denoted as n� 7 in Equation
1. In A, all the researchers belong to the same category or
work in the same research area X1. (e n-component vector
will be IC� (1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0), as well as the community’s
interdisciplinary, according to equation (1), is IDR(C)� 0.

In community B, the researchers belong to two different
research areasX1 andX5. So, the n-component vector will be
IC� (1/2, 0, 0, 0, 1/2, 0, 0), and the interdisciplinary of such a
community is, according to equation (1), is IDR(C)� 0.88. In
community C, all the researchers work in different research
areas from X1 to X7. So, the n-component vector will be
IC� (1/7, 1/7, 1/7, 1/7, 1/7, 1/7, 1/7), and such a community’s
interdisciplinary, according to equation (1), is IDR(C)� 1.

Similarly, we have analyzed the interdisciplinary of all
categories in our database with other categories up to the 2nd
level. We made a co-authorship network of each category up
to the 2nd level. For visualization purposes, we have used
some visualization libraries that show the co-authorship
network of the categories is visualized, as shown in Figure 8.

3.6. Visualization. (e visual presentation of co-authorship
networks of categories was also important; we used several
visual libraries. (ere are two different graphs of our vi-
sualization process and both show the categories’ related-
ness, but one of the graphs has more information about the
connection(s).

3.6.1. Force-Directed Graph. (e force-directed graph shows
the relatedness of categories and, compared to the category
graph, the force-directed graph shows a table that has two
columns and contains the information of linked categories
and the total number of connections of authors amongst
different categories. As shown in Figure 6, the force-directed
graph also presents the list of categories in our database.

3.6.2. Categories Graph. (e category graph, shown in
Figure 9, represents the categories’ network information,
showing the links amongst categories. (e category graph

A B C

Figure 7: Groups of researchers bellowing to various categories represented by colors.
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does not contain any information about the connection of
authors amongst categories.

4. Results

(is section contains the complete results and information
about many categories and subcategories, paper(s) per
subcategories. It also clarifies the results at different levels of
the co-authorship network amongst authors. (e strong
bond between any two categories depends upon how many
authors of one category are linked with the authors of an-
other category. We have further analyzed the interdisci-
plinary value of categories in a community.

Table 3 defines the information regarding the whole
scenario of our database. (e table provides information
about categories and subcategories. (e table also provides
the number of authors in a particular category and the
papers in each category.

(e Pie Chart in Figure 10 shows the number of cate-
gories starting from A toM, which are 13 and subcategories
that are 421 in number. (e different colors show the total
number of categories. At the same time, the subcategories
are represented in the form of a percentage.

4.1. Results of Co-Authorship Network at First Level. Our
dataset contains four hundred categories, including

subcategories. Twenty-one categories follow the ACM
classification scheme as explained in the previous section.
We have selected ten different subcategories to form a co-
authorship network at first level to analyze interdiscipli-
narily, as shown in Figure 11. (e subcategories include
arithmetic and logic structure, control structure perfor-
mance analysis and design aids, reliability, testing, fault
tolerance, design styles, design, network architecture design,
visual programming, management of computing and in-
formation systems, and storage management. (e combi-
nation of linking subcategories will create a mesh connecting

5

11
1

18

3

Figure 9: A screencast of category graph.

Table 3: List of categories, sub-categories, authors, and paper per
categories.

Categories
Number
of sub-

categories

Authors
per category

Papers
per category

General literature 5 168 80
Hardware 56 410 144
Computer system
organization 29 771 300

Software 48 2567 1018
Data theory 08 271 106
(eory of
computation 27 1539 809

Mathematics of
computer 24 423 211

Information
system 43 3370 1270

Computing
methodology 75 1706 626

Computer
applications 10 484 186

Computer milieux 43 1040 425
Science and
technology of
learning

42 103 33

Knowledge
management 11 73 26

Total: 421 12,925 5,234

1%

13%
7%

11%

2%
7%6%

10%

18%

2%
10% 10% 3%

Categories and Sub-categories

A
B
C
D
E

F
G
H
I
J

K
L
M

Figure 10: A pie chart of categories and subcategories.

78

75

73

71

74

Figure 8: Co-authorship network of five different categories.
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each subcategory with every other subcategory; therefore, we
have selected only ten subcategories. (e pictorial presen-
tations of the force-directed graph and category graph have
been shown in Figures 12 and 13, respectively, describing the
co-authorship network formed at the first level amongst
these categories.

4.1.1. Force-Directed Graph Results. Fore directed graph is a
particular type of graph in which nodes have forces applied
to them. (e connected nodes pull towards one another

Figure 11: A screencast of selecting ten categories from the list of 421 subcategories to form a co-authorship network at the first level.

40

73

18

347

271

11

16

20

101

129

Figure 12: A screencast of force-directed graph.

16

129

40

Figure 13: A screencast of category graph.

Table 4: Connected categories represented in the directed graph at
the 1st-level co-authorship network.

Selected category: 40
Linked category Total connections
11, 18, 20, 40, 73, 101, 129, 271, 347 0
16, 129 1

40

73

18

347

271

11

16

20

101

129

Figure 14: A screencast of the force-directed graph.

Table 5: Connected categories represented in the directed graph at
2nd-level co-authorship network.

Selected category: 40
Linked category Total connections
11, 18, 20, 40, 73, 101, 271, 347 0
16 5
129 2
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while nodes that are not similar repel each other. As a result,
it will group nodes identical to each other based on the co-
authorship, in our case. Figure 12, based on Table 4, is a
force-directed graph showing the first level co-authorship
network amongst ten different subcategories, where sub-
category id 40 in the categories list has a connection and is
linked with subcategory id 139 and 16. (is means that only
these three sub-categories have co-authored papers among
the ten different subcategories. (e table shown below
represents the linked categories and total connections. (e
rest of the subcategories have not published a single paper
with each other.

(e column of total connections in the above table
represents the number of co-authored papers amongst
subcategories. (e subcategory id # 40 has co-authored a
paper only with subcategory id # 16 and subcategory id #
129. In contrast, the rest of the subcategories are uncon-
nected because none of the remaining subcategories have co-
authored a single paper with subcategory id # 40.

4.1.2. Category Graph Results. (e Category graph in Fig-
ure 13 shows only the connected subcategories, leaving the
other unconnected subcategories. (e connection between
these subcategories indicates that the authors from these
three subcategories have co-authored paper(s).

4.2. Result of Co-Authorship Network at Second Level.
(e same ten different subcategories from the list of
four hundred and twenty subcategories are selected to form

a co-authorship network at the 2nd level. (e results are
shown in Figure 11.

4.2.1. Force-Directed Graph Results. (e force-directed
graph in Figure 14 shows that category 40 is connected with
categories 129 and 16, but in the second level co-authorship
network, the total connection column in Table 5 shows that
the authors of these categories have publishedmore than one
paper with each other.

4.2.2. Category Graph Results. (e category graph only
shows the related categories. Figure 15 is a co-authorship
network up to the 2nd level that indicates a subcategory’s
connectivity with the other ten subcategories selected in the
network.

We have found and shown in Table 6 the top 10 most
collaborating subcategories among the group of all 421
subcategories in our database. (e ten subcategories shown
in the table have the highest number of connections with a
specific category that indicate their scientific collaboration,
as well as mark the most collaborating subcategories in a
scientific community. Furthermore, the interdisciplinary
values between the subcategories have been analyzed and
shown in Table 6.

When examining subcategory collaboration, it was
discovered that subcategories with the strongest associ-
ation or the most significant number of connections
had key term correlations, having the highest number of
correlations among the words of these categories. As an

16

129

40

Figure 15: A screencast of the category graph.

Table 6: List of categories, sub-categories, authors, and paper per categories.

S.No Categories from description Categories to description Connections Interdisciplinarity value
1 Artificial intelligence Information storage and retrieval 49 0.879
2 Natural language processing Information storage and retrieval 33 0.711
3 System Coding tools and techniques 30 0.679
4 Human-computer interface Database applications 29 0.663
5 Logic design Language constructs and technique 25 0.611
6 Robotics Software engineering 21 0.572
7 Programming languages and software Processor architectures 20 0.56
8 Computer-communication networks Object oriented programming 18 0.543
9 System and information theory Content analysis and indexing 16 0.521
10 Game-based learning Software architecture 15 0.513
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example, the subcategory Artificial Intelligence has a close
relationship with the subcategory information storage and
retrieval because Artificial Intelligence has the most
connections with information storage and retrieval rel-
ative to other subcategories in the co-authorship network.
(e same holds for all subcategories with the most links to
the specific subcategory. Figure 16 displays the number of
connections for each of the subcategories. It clearly shows
the number of times a category is used as the source and
destination.

Various methods in literature have performed the IDR
analysis, but our technique has used the co-authorship
network for performing IDR analysis in terms of authors’
relationships from multiple disciplines.

5. Conclusion

Scientific collaboration is a dire need of today’s research.
Interdisciplinary collaboration is very common, and re-
searchers from other disciplines collaborate to solve complex
issues whose solutions go beyond a particular category or
domain.

In this research, we designed, developed, and deployed a
co-authorship network-based solution to analyze the trend
of IDR in the computer science domain. We developed a
system that prepared and processed the J.UCS dataset in this
research. (e dataset was persisted in MySQL. (e dataset
comprised more than 1200 research articles published in
various ACM categories by authors of more than 2500. (is
dataset enables us to perform the experiments to answer the
following research questions: Are there any IDR activities
going on in various computer science fields? What are the
most common categories w.r.t 1st-level co-authorship net-
work where IDR activities are frequently conducted? and
What are the most common categories w.r.t 2nd level co-
authorship network where IDR activities are frequently
conducted? Finally, the directed graph visualization is
implemented to quickly understand the IDR activities in the
computer science domain.

(e growing trend of scientific collaboration has opened
new avenues of research. (is research may help us to
understand what special training is needed for new re-
searchers in any area. What are the different areas affecting
each other? So, this kind of information can help us to design
curricula for specific programs. Finally, this research may
help us make a wise decision for allocating resources. In this
research, we have used the J.UCS dataset related to the
computer science field. In the future, it would be interesting
to conduct a study that can analyze interdisciplinary phe-
nomena among different disciplines like physical sciences,
numerical sciences, and social sciences using a dataset
covering a wide area of scientific disciplines.

Data Availability

(e dataset was taken from the open-access journal (Journal
of Universal Computer Science) https://www.jucs.org/.
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